HELP YOUR CHILD REACH HIGHER!!

DREAM CAMP* 2020

A DAY CAMP EMPHASIZING SOCIAL SKILLS AND FRIENDSHIP DEVELOPMENT FOR YOUTH AGES 8-18
*INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO CHILDREN/ADOLESCENTS WITH HIGH FUNCTIONING AUTISM

OFFERED VIRTUALLY DUE TO COVID-19

Dates**: June 15th – June 19th and July 13th – 17th from 9 am – 12 noon

**Other dates may be possible based on interest

Offered by: UNCG Psychology Clinic | Location: Dream Camp 2020 is ON-LINE
Programming: Social and communication skills training | Emotion understanding and coping | independent living skills and vocational interests
Activities: Virtual science fun | zoo visits | yoga | art activities | AND MORE!!!
Cost: $150 per week (partial financial assistance available)
Need: Computer with audio and video; supplies for camp will be sent to each family prior to camp dates

CONTACT: UNCG PSYCHOLOGY CLINIC AT 336-334-5662 FOR MORE INFORMATION